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The conquest colonization walkthrough

The original blog entry by Tomasz Wegrzanowski on and copied here with approval - his address is Tomasz.Wegrzanowskiatgmail.com I am writing this document, because Colonization seems to be the only one of the classic strategy games without a good FAQ. Master of Magic has a great one, and the FreeCiv wiki is one of the best such documents for any game (FreeCiv is technically not one of the
classics, but it is very close to Civilization I and II in gameplay). While I'm not aiming for this level of excellence with this documentary, I want to provide a good set of tips to improve my gameplay. This document also describes the main parts of the game mechanics, especially those that are not well described in Colonizopedia. If you are interested in the mechanics of the game, you need to check it out with
Colonizopedia. By the way Colonizopedia contains some really awful bugs (Expert Farmers / Fishermen mod is +2 no +3, the minimum population required for some buildings is bad etc.). This document may contain errors, and non-suggested strategies may also succeed. It has been edited chaotically (oh, it doesn't work that way, edit, edit... it can yes, edit, edit ...), usually very late at night, so don't expect
consistency or good language from it. I'll fix it when I have some extra free time or when hell freezes, whatever comes first (probably the latter). You can do whatever you want from this document (copy, modify, profit) as long as the attribution is retained. If you publish modified versions somewhere, I would like to be informed, so we do not end up with many unsynchronized versions. Getting Started[edit |
editing source] You start with 2 colonists - a pioneer and a soldier. Build 2 colonies. Since the central square usually produces only 2 units of food, you would have to use one of the colonists as a farmer instead of doing something useful. He wouldn't be able to produce much more than he needs to eat the way he's a non-expert working on no plowed and probably forested terrain. Using pioneers to cut down
trees, plowing and building roads will be a good idea as soon as there are about 5 colonists in the new world. Your priority should be deforestation of the colony square (usually +1 and the free product has changed from fur to something more valuable, like cotton, sugar or ore), plowing or road construction on each used square (+1 food/product, +2 wood/fur, but everything except food and wood gets twice the
premium if used by a specialist), plowing in the central square of each colony (+1 food) and after that building roads between close colonies (distance 3-6, large projects should wait). Optionally, you can use a soldier to attack quickly. If someone's colony is very close to you and is in defense, think about it to get 50 horses, equip the dragoon and attack it. This is a risky strategy. the point is not so much the
value of what you have just conquered, but weakening one of the other powers. By injuring computer players, you delay their development for many years. Only because of the loss of one colony population 2 in the early 1500s, they can in 1620 have only as much as they would otherwise have achieved by 1600. Buy several horses in Europe and get 2 horses in each colony. Then they multiply on their own.
Production per turn will be quite low, but you will have a lot of them until you need them. Store food, wood, weapons, tools and horses. Sell everything else immediately, including ore (it is much more expensive than the tools at this point, so it is counter-effective to process it). Later you can also start selling horses if you have too much. It is a good idea to start mining ore early. At first you can sell ore, then
swap it for tools, and at the end of the game for weapons. A very good strategy is to build a colony with your pioneer, load the tools into the ship and sell them to one of the Indian tribes with villages or cities, preferably in the capital. Get a good price. Usually you can pick it up at least 12 times after that watch for the offer will be up by less than usual means that for the most part it means if you ask for more
money they will refuse to buy them. If that happens to sell them something else, even if its only 1 unit then. This will (hopefully) reset their refusal to purchase tools. If no Indian tribes of the right kind are available, reload your soldier (to contact the tribe on land) and go find him. This should give you a 1.5-3.5k starting price; Use it to buy something else that Indians want (usually tobacco or commercial goods)
and you should never run out of money: you sell them tobacco and then they want the tools you sell them tools and then they want tobacco. If the tools get too expensive to buy in Europe train hardy pioneers. Later, Indians will stop paying quite absurd prices and perhaps will no longer want tools (although tobacco is much more reliable and the European price is very stable), but often during the game, if they
buy your goods, the price will be better than in Europe. Map [edit | edit source] Map generator is quite weak. Playing in America or another handmade map is usually much more fun than relying on a generator. The choice of wet or dry in the adaptation does not seem to affect the number of rivers. A large land map + continents + moderate + normal gets as close to America as the map as you can get from the
generator, but it still has too little land and is too insular. With a large land mass or America, the land will not be important enough to start wars. Vast areas will continue to be uninhabited until independence is achieved. It would be great if someone took a FreeCiv generator (which is much better) and adapted it to generate .mp files. Difficulty[edit | edit source] 5 difficulty levels: Discoverer – the easiest
governor of The Vice-Conqueror of the Vice-President – the hardest thing I don't think is that there is a list of all the differences between Levels. Quantifiable differences (details in the following sections): Royal Army Size Number of Bells for Each Founding Father (from 60% cost per Discoverer to 140% on Viceroy) The First Soldier is always a Veteran Explorer and Explorer (otherwise only a Spanish start
with a Veteran Soldier) The First Pioneer is always an expert on explorers and explorers (otherwise only a French start with an expert) Startup doies are always filled with 3 great experts: Carpenter Farmer, and Scout Discoverer also seems to have a minimum food production of 4 on most squares (or +1 everywhere?). Tutorial tips are enabled by default on Discoverer (but you can change this in the game
options menu) Qualitatively confirmed differences (they are true, but I have no details): The Indian alert indicator is higher for higher difficulty Immigration quality is lower on greater difficulties: fewer professionals, more criminals and employees the default price when accelerating immigration ranges from 140, on Discover, to 220 on Viceroy (+20 per difficulty level, same step as using this feature). It should be
noted that this does not change the number of necessary crosses. European free units (huge amounts of dragoons will be given to them at more difficult levels, which makes them really dangerous if not hurried) Definitely no difference: The number of bells per population to get revolutionary support strength and speed of the army, the production of various goods, the cost of buildings, etc. It seems that the
basic mechanics of the game are not violated in any way. The cost of naval units/artillery and university units in Europe I have no idea: Indian treasures and welcome gifts, lost city bonuses, price volatility, AI behavior bonuses – but it has difficulty dependent bonuses in Civ, CivII and MoM, so they are very likely. It seems that AI has at least one bonus of 20 free tools and 50 guns in all new colonies, but I
don't know if it is dependent on difficulty. The game on Discoverer is pretty boring, Explorer and Conqueror are good for learning game mechanics, Governor and Viceroy for real fun. Viceroy is much easier than the Impossible Master of Magic level and should be a comfortable game after a few games. If you've learned to play at a lower difficulty level, you can expect certain things (good quality immigrants,
lower founding fathers, low Indian alarm rate) that don't work that way at higher levels. Choosing Power[edit | edit source] The Dutch get better prices. In the beginning, they also have a better ship. Because colonization is about the economy, the Dutch are probably the best. Since I'm not aware of any hard numbers about how much better prices are, it's hard to say if they're really that better, and if so, how
much. The English get more immigration. This is very useful in the early game, but immigration will be a relatively insignificant way colonists later (Free Colonist costs 600 zlotys at the Royal University, details somewhere below). You'll rely on immigration for more more other powers, so get Brewster as soon as possible (as the first father if you can, even before Minuit), or you'll be getting all the useless
criminals. The French have better relations with the natives. They get Hardy Pioneer. Hardy Pioneer is useful, but not as much as a Dutch merchant. If you start in a place heavily populated by Indians, better relations will save you a lot of problems. Spaniards have a bonus for attacks on natives. They get a Veteran Soldier. They are the weakest force if you use a typical strategy of early peaceful coexistence
with the Indians. To capitalize on their gains start an early all-out war against the Indians, and get Cortes as soon as possible for huge treasures, followed by Brebeuf and Sepulveda for converts. Washington would be great, but you can only get it after 1600. Import some horses for veterans, equip immigrant criminals/servants with Muskets and possibly also horses, buy artillery or two. Use all the money you
get from indians to get more armies to pick up (but don't buy Veterans, they're insanely expensive) and acquire new colonists. Make Converts work in the field (at the beginning of the game you won't have many experts, and they'll work better than Free Colonists in agriculture/planting jobs; get Casas in the middle of the game when the population is already about semi-expert and skill converts ceased to be
that useful). Plan wars as campaigns that end with one of: destroying all the villages of one Indian tribe destroying all the villages of one Indian tribe on one island (of course, don't leave them on the island where you have colonies) destroying several villages, and then their capital Thus you will not be attacked by them when your armies are elsewhere. Since you have much larger armies, use these armies
against other Europeans early. Spaniards require a different strategy, but they are not necessarily weaker than other powers. Try to keep the Indians fighting away from the colony. If you ambush armies in the field, you lose a few horses or muskets, or maybe the artillery is damaged (but why would you leave it unseeded). By attacking the colony, they can destroy buildings, kill colonists, etc. I think the powers
are relatively well balanced. Where to settle[edit | source] General rules: Don't settle on small islands. The bigger the earth, the better. It is best to have all the colonies close to each other, in 1 or 2 horse turns or have all colonies in no more than 2 such groups. Huge empires are difficult to defend and manage. Do not settle right next to the Indian village. If you do, wipe it as soon as possible. or problems will
come. In general, they try to avoid Indians, especially the less civilized. It's great if you can settle away from the Indians, but usually it's not possible. The more special the terrain, the better. In a typical strategy, silver and Cash are the most important in the early game, wood, ore, food and fish later. Alternatively, you can limit the production of cash plants and focus on ore immediately and food/wood Then.
Settle close to other colonies, but without overlapping ranges. 3 steps (1 turn by uncontracted units) from one colony to another is optimal, 4-6 acceptable (1 turn through wagon trains, 2 turns through uncontracted units), 2 bad due to overlap (but 2 diagonal places, that is, only 1 square overlap, is acceptable) 7 + (2 + bends wagon trains, difficult defense) wrong If the place you want already done, think about
conquering it. Minimize the number of useless squares. This includes the Arctic, overlapping squares, and Desert/Scrubs (except Oasis). For the first few colonies: Do not settle inland. For work, you need wagon trains, roads and warehouses. Don't settle next to too many ocean squares. Only 1 square of ocean is optimal, 2-3 acceptable, 4 or more bad. You need dots and experienced fishermen to use them.
Do not take too much time, the faster you settle, the better. Remember that it is possible to be reheased if you find a much better place a few turns later (you can not solve the colony with stockade, and investments in roads / plowing will be lost, but at the beginning of the re-establishment of the game is a reasonable backup plan). Settle in a place with good access to Europe. Don't waste your time on your
fleet because you don't have much, especially if you don't play Dutch. Avoid other permissions. Later you will dominate them economically, but at the beginning of the game they are annoying and even a bit dangerous. One colonist of a silver mining colony might be a good idea, especially if you have an Expert Silver Miner and build your way there. Once your deposit is exhausted, you can load everything
from colonies to ships and solve them, or use a mountain for Ore if other squares are too good. There are 8 climatic zones (total score in parentheses, only important goods included): Mixed Forest/Plains (++++++): +++ great for Food (5) ++ good for Lumber (6) + acceptable for Fur (3) Conifer Forest/Grassland (+++++): ++ good for Lumber (6) and Tobacco (3) + acceptable for Food (3) Tropical
Forest/Savannah (+++++): ++ good for Food (4) and Sugar (3) + acceptable for Lumber (4) Broadleaf Forest/Prairie (++++): ++ good for Cotton (3) + acceptable for Lumber (4) and Food (3) Boreal Forest/Tundra (+++): + acceptable for Lumber (4), Fur (3) and Food (3) Wetland Forest/Marsh (++): + acceptable for Lumber (4), and Food (3) Rain Forest/Swamp (++): + acceptable for Lumber (4), and Food (3)
Scrub Forest/Desert (-): - it's bad, except for Oasis Try settling in area full of Hills, Mountains, Plains/Mixed Forest , Meadows / Conifers and Savannah / Tropical Forest areas, with fairgrounds Tundra / Boreal Forest and Prairie / Broadleaf Forest completely acceptable. Desert/Scrub Forest, Marsh/Wetland Forest and Swamp/Rain Forest are bad. On the map of America, it indicates South Canada,
east/central US, Mexico and Brazil, northern Argentina, northern Chile. The north coast of South America does not have enough space for development and is surrounded by huge Rainforests from every direction. The Caribbean region has a good climate, but it is difficult to develop on small islands. You have an idea of what terrain I'm talking about. Number of colonies[edit | source of editing] The problem
with colonization is that the only viable strategy in it is smallpox, that is, many small towns located very close to each other (strongly overlapping ranges). In colonization, you usually build 10-20 colonies, a little less on lower difficulties and a little more on higher ones, because the Tory -1 bonus is a very mild problem in conqueror, but a huge obstacle to the development of the colony on the Vice-Colony. Good
things about having multiple colonies: Large colonies can quickly become corrupt. At the highest difficulty level, the limit is just 5 royalists before you get -1 penalty for everything. This somewhat explains the current situation in the UK ;-) This is very serious because you get -1 bonus, even if the rebels make up the majority. To get a 20-population colony without a -1 bonus on Vice-Colony, you need the support
of at least 75% of the population (well, a few % less because of rounding). If you have 70% support there, the colony receives -1 bonus! (-1 no 0 because +1 bonus per &gt; = 50% support is not given if there are too many Tories). It hardly matters on easy levels, but it is the main factor of smallpox on Viceroy. There are 3 people working in one building. You will need many cities only for tools, weapons and
other required factories. Especially for the production of freedom bells. Each colony has 1-2 special squares (3 or more happens, but rarely, 0-special is usually a bad place for the colony). More colonies means more special squares. Good things about having several colonies: building all the necessary buildings with fewer cities costs less. Each colony should receive a newspaper, a magazine, and later
protection. You need a lot of roads and wagon trains to move goods between colonies. A large enough fleet of ships would be even more expensive Less problems with indians. Less micro-management. 30 well-functioning colonies are much more work than just 5. What doesn't matter much: free production from the central square is much less important than in Civilization. Contrary to the rate of growth of
civilization are not inversely proportional to the size of the city (20 food for a city 1-citizen vs. 200 for a 19-citizen city) When it comes to security, the distance between the outermost colonies is much more important than the number of them. Since competing strategies are several large colonies, far apart and many small colonies, close to each other, the difference in the size of your empire is relatively small.
Inland colonies won't be attacked by the king, and usually most of your colonies are in one round of riding (if you build roads between them) from each other, so you can quickly transport armies where they are Each colony produces horses if it has surplus food, but their value is not High. Each colony gets some free stuff from indians, but it's usually not worth much. I usually set up several inland colonies to
get wood/ore/(maybe cash crops). They *should* have a food deficit, they are more productive when they are small, additional farmers only reduce productivity, and wagon trains go back and forth so that their products go to ports (but you can put a few farmers there later when the support is high enough). Larger, usually coastal colonies produce food, have factories and an education system. It's reasonable
to have one or two inland food/cashcrop producing colonies if the places you find are really great. Terraform. Coniferous/mixed forests are very useful for wood, but most other forests without special forests would be more valuable cleared and ploughed. Conquest can get you some free colonies, but a computer player mishands them so much that you can actually spend more time fixing a colony (which
contains mostly criminals, servants and evil professionals, and is in a terrible place) than building a better one from scratch. Still, it weakens enemies a lot, so you may want to conquer just to harm others. Immigration[edit | source] You want as many colonists as possible as soon as possible. There are several ways to get them. You get immigrants if your churches make enough crosses, or if you pay for those
crosses. This is the main way to acquire colonists at first, but they are often of poor quality. Indented workers should be sent to Indians for education, but petty criminals can be a greater burden than value. Take William Brewster to congress as soon as possible - no more servants and criminals, and you can choose one of the 3 available immigrants. If your scout finds a fountain of youth, you will get 8
immigrant colonists for free. It's not unusual for this to happen up to 2 or 3 times during a game if you're exploring a lot and you're a little lucky. I don't think the chances depend on the difficulty, but more on having De Soto (and the Scouts expert) as the game goes by, every immigrant costs more and more. Technical details : the formula seems to be 8 base crosses, +2 on the currently owned units (all :
colonist, ship and even train treasures) and +2 * extra * for each not yet loaded unit waiting in the European doldies. (The number of necessary crosses is displayed (except for additional ones) and updated at the beginning of rotations when using debug mode) In addition, while you get 2 extra free crosses when no one is waiting in the European doves, you lose 2 crosses for each moping dude here. In other
words, clear the doki as often as possible. Yes, it's a bit narrowing (especially when you start out as English, with poor caravel for that). I used to think that artillery units are waiting not to count for this malus, but the guy at university makes both count, and gets me from +2 to -4 again (with the primary exit colony, that is, i go down with +3 crosses/turn to -1!). Finally, very very the aspect is that/turn production
crosses is not the one you see when you just got a new expat. That one does not contain premium / malus, which confusing allow you to think that you are producing an X / turn, if you check when you have just been cleared, and only checking some rotations later gives you real information For this reason, the main church construction programs are quite a waste of time (and English are not as great as it
seems). If you have a Firebrand Preacher like this, building a Church for him is justified. But it is better to think about the economy. I have not done any calculations on the crosses, but I have seen some suggesting that every colonist in the European port reduces the number of crosses that you get in every step. This is another reason why they brought them out of Europe as soon as possible. You can get a
free colonist for 200 food in each colony. This is a slow way, but you probably have a large surplus of food, so why not do something useful with this food. It is usually more practical to move all the food to central cities, away from indians, so it is faster to turn into colonists, and Indians do not steal it from you (and they can even give you food). Paying for educated staff at the Royal University is the right thing
to do. Get the Miner's Ore Expert and clear his specialization. Free colonist for only 600 zlotys. This is a way to get the colonists in the later stages of the game. Then you train him in any profession you want. Ores, Aries and Gunmakers are so cheap than theirs there is more efficient than training them in colonies. Silver miners too, mainly because you only need a few. The rest, with the exception of the last
four, are in a reasonable price range of 950-1300. It can be cheaper to train them instead of training them yourself, especially if you need many of them quickly. You need at least one colonist with a particular profession to teach others. Expert cashcrop farmers can only be taught by Indians, anyone else can get from the Royal University. Veteran soldiers are incredibly expensive. Get a free colonist for max
600 zlotys, arm him (his arms are cheap early, you'll do a lot in the colonies later), give him horses (you would even have to if he were from the Royal University) and attack some Indians. With George Washington, he will be promoted if he wins (and only lose 50 cheap horses if he doesn't). In this way, you can get almost 3 veteran soldiers for the price of one of the University. Older statesmans are very
expensive, but sometimes necessary. Teach states men if you can (unfortunately university is required). Jesuit missionaries are a waste of time. With Jean de Brebeuf, all missionaries act as experts, even minor criminal missionaries. Firebrand Preachers are not very useful either. Immigration becomes more expensive with every immigrant, so their value is rapidly decreasing. You can get several by
conquest or Indian conversion. Conversions are not very useful, except for early play. Bartolome de (Bartolome de) de) Casas turns all conversions into free colonists, but it's just a one-off action. Other powers develop so slowly that you won't get enough colonists from them, even if you conquer all their colonies. But small attacks here and there are a good additional source of colonists. If you combine all the
strategies - several churches, paying for immigration or at the Royal University, look for fountains, Indian converts, food conversion and conquest - you will be flooded by colonists, and with proper education and organization you can develop at an astonishing rate. Prices at the Royal University[edit | edit source] In general, schoolhouse skills are the cheapest, and university skills are the most expensive, but
there are some exceptions (expensive farmers and soldiers, cheap gunbarmers). Accurate calculations in the next section. Veteran soldiers receive free 50 muskets (at a price of 6 means 1700 for the Soldier himself) Pioneers receive free 100 tools (at a price of 4 it means 800 for Pioneer himself), so their real price is lower than their stated price. Price Profession Required School Level 600 Expert Ore Miner
Schoolhouse 700 Expert Lumberjacks Schoolhouse 850 Master Gunsmiths College 900 Expert Silver Miners Schoolhouse 950 Master Fur Traders College 1000 Master Carpenters Schoolhouse 1000 Expert Fishermen Schoolhouse 1050 Master Blacksmiths College 1100 Expert Farmers Schoolhouse 1100 Master Distiller College 1200 Hardy Pioneer Schoolhouse 1200 Master Tobacconists College 1300
Master Weavers College 1400 Jesuit Missionaries University 1500 Firebrand Preachers University 1900 Elder Statesmen University 2000 Veteran Soldiers College Education Value [edit | editing source] Since we know the price of the Free Colonist (600), the prices of already educated colonists and the time it takes to teach them (4.6 or 8 turns, depending on the level), we can calculate, how much is the
teacher's time worth. The value of muskets (6* 50 = 300) and tools (4 * 100 = 400) at any price level has been taken away from pioneer and soldier prices. In early play, when colonists are cheaper than $600, teaching is worth even *more*. Turn value: 0 Expert Ore Miner 25 Expert Lumberjacks 41 Master Gunsmiths 50 Hardy Pioneers (depending on tool price) 58 Master Fur Traders 75 Expert Silver Miners
75 Master Blacksmiths 83 Master Distiller 100 Master Carpenters 100 Expert Fishermen 100 Master Tobacconists 100 Jesuit Missionar Missionar (actually 0 by Brebeuf) 112 Firebrand Preachers 117 Master Weavers 125 Expert Farmers 162 Elder Statesmen 183 Veteran Soldiers (depends on musket price) For comparison (on good but not ideal terrain): 32 Fur snag (32 tons, 1 gold/tonne) 72 Planting of
tobacco (18 tonnes, 4 gold/tonne) 120 Silver extraction (8 tonnes, 15 PLN/tonne) As you can see, teaching can be extremely cost-effective (or in other words, paying for a very unprofitable training). In particular, start training expert farmers, expert fishermen and master carpenter as soon as possible (Schoolhouse is cheap, cheap, several other professions create 100 or more gold values per turn), then Master
Blacksmiths at College and Elder Statesmen as soon as you build a University. You can buy expert ore miner, experts, masters of gunners and hardy pioneers - their education is not so valuable. Veteran soldiers seem to be worth a lot, but that's not true because you have their third source – Washington and attacking Indians. Immigrants to choose first [edit | edit source] Experienced Scouts and Hardy
Pioneer are probably the most useful. Experts Farmers and fishermen are also very important to have, especially since one such colonist can teach others. You need specialists in the cultivation of cash. The only possible way to get them at this point is to take either a free colonist or an indentured immigrant servant and send them to the right Indian village. Download Brewster as soon as possible to improve
the quality of your immigrants. Development Speed[edit | edit source] You should grow quickly. I mean, fast. Up to 1600 you should have: population 50-75, half of them professionals working in your industry, definitely more population than all 3 (or 2) other powers combined average support 25%-50%, remember to bolivar as soon as possible after 1600 to get 20% free overproduction of wood, ore, hammers,
tools, food and horses for your needs and development, made mainly by specialists decent production of at least one cash crop (and not boycotted) a fleet of at least 2 privateers, and at least 3 Merchantmen / Galleons at least 5 train carriages at least 50 horses in (almost) each colony of roads and plowing on almost all used squares and roads connecting most colonies and tart mills and warehouses in most
colonies several press printers, doki, school houses, blacksmith shops, stables and maybe also newspapers, magazine extensions and other stores If you miss one or two items from this list, everything is fine, not everything works the same every time. If you are far behind this schedule (for example, only with 30 colonists or without producing tools), you play too defensively. You can * win * the game, even
win with a good result, with a lot less fighting spirit than is necessary for such a speed of development, but why settle for less than you can ;-) Indians[edit | editing source] Before discussing anything about Indians, I would say that tribes of the same level of development do not differ in attitude. All Tupi are friendly, avoid Arawaks etc. = &gt; Citation needed here please! I read that Arawaks tend to particularly
hate English (probably in colonizationfans.com, and in some other FAQ or strategy guide), and noticed myself some strange behavior from some Indian for no reason, while others were very acceptable for my abuse. One source was said to have been verified using debugging, so I wouldn't be surprised some of the facts are true. Although one thing I really know is that the same class class behaviour and, for
example, material needs. (Sometimes I sell my starting tools at 1200+ to iroquois, and sometimes (no), at 150/200!), I doubt every aspect is random anyway, for every game. And to be honest, AVOID ARAWAKS... with scouts. Really! I've played a lot of games lately (September-2018, usually as a Dutch pioneer), and they seem to be the only ones (maybe because of an error?) that very often tell you, with an
ingenious smile, that they just broke their taboos and will be associated with target practice (even with scout experts. try it yourself). That's one example, but the Iroquois/Cherokees don't do it (or in proportion haven't noticed and scouted all of them for dozens of games--). So why would this be the only permanent difference? The attitude of the Indians largely depends on the level of the game and your
behavior - how far from them are you keeping a colonist and military, how often do you trade with them, attack them, or steal their land (before Minuit), how many missions are you based on, or you have Pocahontas, you play French? These are the foundations of your relationship with the Indians, not the name of their tribe. Since tribes at different levels have different characteristics, it can be assumed that it
has some effect on their attitude, but mainly by secondary factors - you are more likely to have a large trade with more civilized Indians, take lands from agrarial tribes, etc. The difference, however, is rather small. Get ready for a great war with the Indians. If they are close to your colonies, they will attack, either because they simply do not like you, or because the king pays them. (If you don't play in French,
get Pocahontas early, establish a lot of missions, trade with indians a lot and get a little lucky, in which case *you can* avoid it, but you probably won't *want* to avoid it) Many of the benefits come from attacking Indians. First, you have treasures. They're really worth it for high-tech Indians (Aztec, Inca), but a little free money from low-techs won't hurt either. Cortes significantly increases the amount of
treasures you can earn, so before you start a campaign (unless you need to do so in advance to protect your colonies). Secondly, if you have a mission in the village you are attacking, there is a good chance that they will join you as converts. Converts are quite useless in the middle and at the end of the game, as you should have many outdoor professionals, but you can transform them all into free colonists
from Casas. The chances of conversion are quite small without Sepulveda (I think you are more likely to lose a missionary than get a conversion), so get it or not establish a mission during an attack. I do not know how the status of a missionary expert (Jesuit or Brebeuf) affects this opportunity. Third, attacking Indians is the easiest way to train soldiers before the war against the king. After George
Washington, every successful attack results in a soldier getting promoted to veteran status. And sporadic failed attacks only result in a loss of 50 horses (50 horses to upgrade 3 Free Colonists to Veteran Soldiers is a good exchange). Fourth, free land. So just before the independence war to kill all indians you find - you will get money, colonists, train soldiers, and get rid of Indian problems. The very important
thing is that after the destruction of the Indian capital, they become calm again. So if you are planning a war to get more territory, destroy all the small villages you want first, and only then their capital. Trade with Indians[edit | source of editing] If Indians live near another power, are at war with them and live far from you, selling horses and weapons to these Indians is a viable option, you generally want to sell a
tribe of about 300-500 muskets and horses so they can issue an effective amount of armed and mounted brave, more if you want to burn and plunder enemy colonies completely. Indians can and probably turn you on later, but if you've invested enough arms sales in dragoons and cannons to defend your cities you can pay them for their own downfall. Indians eventually get Muskets and horses from looting
you and computer-controlled cities, but it's very slow and if the Spaniards already have a good foothold anywhere on the map and are in the campaign, its unlikely any Indian will survive in their zone of influence. The English and Dutch sometimes (would say about 50% of the time) campaign against the Indians in their lands, and sometimes summer wars or semi-toliterists them. The French will rather avoid
war with the Indians, but once the war begins they will mercilessly attack the offending tribe and burn their villages like any other computer-controlled power. Which means you should almost always lead spaniards out of the new world as your main target (or play like them, but then you won't get any faction bonuses that you can use) if you plan to do extensive trade with indians and you should also
aggressively attack any of the computer players that burn Indian villages for the same reason. When the scout indian village will tell you what products will pay you the most gold (but not all the goods they will buy), what kind of training they provide to the colonists and inform you about their general relationship with you (we like you, we want to pin you to the tree with arrows, est). When you trade with an
Indian village, they will also tell you what goods they are interested in buying. It's a good thing to note these things along with the square of this village's map (X,Y), so you can maximize your trading efforts. Good products to sell Indians are commercial goods, tools, and maybe Muskets and horses (horses are a less dangerous option if you want to attack them later) buy silver, fabrics, coats and other
processed goods you can, even raw goods can sometimes be low prices and sold directly to European ports for profit or processed in cities. So its important stay on top of commodity prices in Europe so you know what to buy and sell. Indians will not generally (almost never) buy the same good twice, so it is good to mix it, again all Indians will buy commercial goods, tools, horses and muskets, some of the
Indian villages will buy cigars and rum or both, some villages will buy Cloth, and even fewer will buy coats, They are generally very picky regarding raw unprocessed goods usually you will need to examine them to find out which ones they want. In general, there is a certain logic, to determine this, if you can imagine indian villages have the same zone of influence as the city, look at the area it is based on and
squares around it, generally Indian villages with Grasslands in their zone of influence will not want to buy cigars (altho sometimes they will) and lead this logic through for other types of terrain, IE if Indians can probably get that good around their village is less likely that they will buy that good from you. Trade wagon trains if you can, because they will sell a full 100 tons of goods with each trade otherwise ships
can buy only 25 tons of goods from one trade. You can haing prices with Indians, both to sell higher and buy lower, it is recommended to save scum (mainly very early in the campaign) to maximize your profits. It's eventually the wrath of the Indians, but you can remedy giving them goods for free a few times when they start complaining (although you should load/save the scum when they do and just give
them free stuff instead of trading to prevent them from refusing to talk to you later). Buying and selling products from Indians without haggling over prices will improve their relationship with them as well, though the positive impact is less than giving them goods for free. If you play the right card one fully loaded merchantman with tools/Trade Goods/Horses/Guns you can buy Galleon after selling to Indians and
the trading empire can start to grow immediately. In general, the Incas and Aztecs give you the best prices (but not always, you just have to trade with them all to find out) and you can almost always buy silver from any of their cities (rarely smaller Indian villages will take silver for trade) and often offer some processed goods such as fabrics and cigars, which is a good alternative if you have a bottom in the
silver market. The Indian Capitals generally (but not always) give you the most gold for commodities, but this is a solid enough bet that you should (if you can) try plying their capitals early in the game. You can become phenomenally rich from trading with Indians, easily eclipsing all other sources of income and supplying the state with excessive amounts of gold that can be used to accelerate colony growth.
Even a simple selection of purchases of trained professionals (carpenters, farmers, woodcage, ore miners, est blacksmiths) of buildings or buildings close to completion is a feasible and economical choice on your situation (purchase of dots or storage in the first few rounds of the game just so that you can use its tool for example). Exactly how much you want to maximize your profits is up to you, but it's not
hard at all to make huge amounts of gold at the start of the game with just a little trade and hem. The Indian economy is as dynamic as European ports, but they seem to be both a measure of individual villages that have enough/enough of one kind of good, and their tribe as a whole has quite some kind of good. The same can be said about what goods they will sell, sometimes regardless of the terrain and
location of the Aztecs and Inks will always sell you silver, sometimes they will sell random goods unrelated to the area they occupy. But overall, profit margins are expected to decline over time with steady trading. Which hopefully invested those profits in the development of his empire to take over as the main source of income in the mid-to-late game. Treasures[edit | edit source] Treasures can be found by
exploring rumors of the Lost City and sometimes conquering an Indian village/city. After switching to Lost City Rumor game randomly selects the result (It is recommended to save the game before examining any Lost City Rumor if you want to avoid accidentally insulting indians or random negative score). Some of them are negative or neutral, but three of the results can be a unit of the value of the treasury
from several hundred zlotys to several thousand zlotys. In general, the most valuable result is to find one of the Seven Cities of Cibola (if you save the scum, you will find many more than seven) and it will bring a unit of gold treasure worth several thousand zlotys. You can also just find treasure while exploring Lost City Rumors, but this treasure is usually worth a little less than the Seven Cibola treasure
towns find, and sometimes the (rare) treasure unit is only worth a few hundred dollars. The third result is that you happen to be in an Indian graveyard and the game gives you the opportunity to explore the treasure or leave with nothing. If you decide to explore the burial site you will randomly find the treasure (or not) as well as randomly (or not) offend the local Indians. So you can be lucky not to find treasure
and offend Indians or be lucky and find treasure (randomly worth a few hundred dollars or possibly a few thousand) and not offend the local Indians. I believe that these treasures are the most random and can bring very large treasures (over 10K Gold) or very small treasures (250 gold or less). Again, it's always wise to save before visiting Lost City Rumors. I also tend to find that in order to maximize your
chances of finding Gold Treasures (especially very valuable) it only helps used Seasoned Scouts after Hernando De Soto in Congress, but the game is ultimately random and you can find unusually large treasures of gold even criminal or other unit, even without De Soto. Although it is not a Treasure Unit you can also sometimes find the Fountain of Youth (many times, again, if you save scum) and if this
results in the recruitment of several very valuable professions from the dots you can easily match or exceed the average value of a gold treasure unit. IE you have 2 veteran dragoons as well as 2 statesmans and several high-level professionals such as Weavers and Tobacconists (for example). Sometimes instant effect and random luck in the draw mean that colonists are more valuable to you than simple
gold injections. But it's up to you player to determine if a good Fountain of Youth draw is more valuable than reloading and trying for a Gold Treasure Unit. Treasure transportation can be done in one of two ways, either moving it to a colony that is located on the coast near the ocean and paying the sovereign Lord/King to transport him for you, sharing it with him 50/50, or for free when you have Herman
Cortes in your congress. Otherwise, the Treasure Unit occupies six cargo seats and must be transported with an empty Galleon or Human War (which can be earned extremely rarely if you accept mercenaries from any Sovereign, or sometimes you can be obtained from foreign intervention forces after declaring independence). Founding Fathers[edit | edit source] Freedom bells are extremely useful. They
make your cities much more productive, get the founding fathers to Congress, and improve their bonuses in the War of Independence (they'll also get you a few free units during the war). Fathers are (pluses meaning meaning): Adam Smith (+++) - allows you to build factories, very useful in the middle and at the end of the game; factory 50% more production than their input (so you can put in 20 ore and get
30 tools); Iron Works is the most important such building Jakob Fugger (++) - cancels all boycotts, very useful, but a one-time effect of Peter Minuit (+++) - all Indian lands are free, get as soon as possible; You can probably play without it (in Spanish screw all Indian Cortes strategy would be more useful), but it doesn't seem like a particularly good idea. Indians want too much money on their land and taking
just 2 squares for free is enough to attack them. So take only the non-Minuit strategy I can think of is an early war with the Indians. Peter Stuyvesant (++) - allows you to build a Custom House, important, but not urgent Jan De Witt (+) - trade with foreign colonies becomes possible, and foreign reports become more detailed. I don't usually trade with others, but it seems to be a viable special case strategy.
Ferdinand Magellan (+) - all ships receive +1 point of free movement, travel time from the western edge of the map to Europe shortens Francisco de Coronado (-) - all colonies become visible; completely useless (some Readme says more Indian ambush [bonus?] from Coronado, but that's not true (according to DEBUG. TXT in the game catalog, it could have been true in Hernando De Soto (++) - the results
of visiting Lost City Rumors are always positive, and all individuals have an extended observation range; This means at least twice as many Galleons full of treasures and fountains of Henry Hudson's youth (++) - doubling the production by fur trappers; useful, but not as much as it seems, because fur prices are falling due to the increased supply of La Salle (+ or -----) - all size 3 colonies receive free
Stockade; useful against attacks, but it also means that you can not get rid of such colonies. You will need Stockade in each colony, so of the 10 colonies, it's 640 free hammers. That's not much. Other sentence : My personal nemes. I would pay a lot to avoid having to choose this guy. Getting rid of lost colonies is too valuable, especially when the map is a twisted archipelago. And while not very roleplay, it
can ease the idependance war much by simply removing all but one of the colonies. You might even consider creating a new one (you know, here's the only mountain and hill for ref to land ^^). Tested and approved. Herman Cortes (++) - conquered native villages get you more treasures and the king transports it for you for free; Free transportation is not very useful - when you get to the stage where the great
wars with the Indians are reasonable, you already have at least 1 Galleon More treasure, on the other hand, is great. EDIT : I do not agree to useless free transportation. I tend to take De Soto &amp; Cortes as your first pick just because it allows you to get all those crazy early Cibolas at 0% tax, at the bare cost of just one or two scouts. I did it even while playing in French and chosing to kill absolutely no
Indians. It worked fine (and I play on Viceroy), so it seems to be a completely viable choice. George Washington (++) - All soldiers advanced after winning the battle, useful in the middle and late game. Paul Revere (-) - if the colony without an army, but stored guns is attacked, the colonists take the weapon to the defense; Probably the most useless Francis Drake (++) - all your privately received +50% John
Paul Jones power (+) - you will get a free frigate. It's only 512 free hammers and 200 free tools, and spent on something that's not very useful. Building or buying a frigate might be a better idea (if you actually need it, as you probably don't). Thomas Jefferson (++++) - your production of freedom bells increases by 50%; very important and urgent Pocahontas (++) - the level of tension between you and the
natives is reduced to normal, and the alarm is generated half the time; having French and Pocahontas makes Indians calm even when their villages are at the center of the population of 100 + empire Thomas Paine (+) - the production of freedom bells increases by the current tax rate; may be useful in a late game, depending on the tax rate, but Bolivar and Jefferson much better Simon Bolivar (++++) - sons
of freedom of membership increases by 20% in all colonies; the second best founding father after Thomas Jefferson, very important and urgent (once available). Benjamin Benjamin (+) - all other powers always offer peace in negotiations; they do so most of the time, even without Franklin, as long as you agree to get your armies and privates out of their colonies. I'm not getting Franklin, but I think the wars in
Europe no longer affect you part of it means that your king won't cancel the peace arrangements on a whim (yes, he does). Well, I don't care usually, and he gives $500 and one or two vet soldiers in such cases, but it can be valuable if the strategy involves savings on military spending. William Brewster (+++) - no more criminals or indentured employees in the doldies and you get to choose 1 out of 3
available immigrants; it's probably not a good idea, but you can play without Brewster; any number of servants can be upgraded to specialists and then downgraded to free colonists in any Indian capital, criminals can work as missionaries, especially after Brebeuf (but Brewster is usually much more useful than Brebeuf), or you can educate them to servants and then send them to the Indians. William Penn (+)
- the production of crosses increases by 50% Father Jean de Brebeuf (+) - all missionaries act as experts; so you can turn useless criminals around as useless converts. Juan de Sepulveda (+) - increases the chances that Indians convert after their village are attacked. Bartolome de las Casas (++)- turns all Indian conversions into free colonists, a very useful but one-time effect. Download Minuit and Brewster
immediately. One-time effects (Fugger, Casas, Pocahontas has a one-time effect, but its future effect is more important) very carefully. If you don't know who to choose, get the ones with more count on this list. Washington, Bolivar, Fugger, Jones and Casas may not appear until after 1600. In some versions of the game, if you press escape instead of choosing one of the fathers, you will get a different choice
in the next turn. It's borderline fraud, don't do it. Every father needs more and more bells. It's nothing more than the invention of civilization every 2nd turn. The cost of fathers at lower levels is much lower than at higher levels, and each father costs more than the previous one, so if you're playing Conquistador you can actually take any father a bit useful without much thinking, but on Governor/Viceroy you
have to be more discriminating, and consider taking prevention fathers more useful ones from emerging (e.g. Pocahontas if Jefferson still doesn't want to show up, or Hudson if you try to get De Soto) You need a lot of bells for colony efficiency, so eventually you'll get all the important dads, but probably not all until very late play. Detailed calculations in the next section. Table Summary: As soon as possible:
Jefferson, Bolivar (only after 1600) Then, unless you have some unusual strategy: Minuit, Brewster Extremely useful: Smith, Stuyvesant, Washington (only after 1600) Very useful, depends on your strategy: Fugger, Soto, Hudson, Drake, Casas, Pocahontas, Cortes Edit: @Alternate Opinion: Opinion: Bolivar early is a mistake; What it actually does is transform 20% of Tory colonists in each colony into rebel
colonies as a one-off bonus effect. Not. You have just found a new colony, you will already see 20% of the rebel mood. Also, I'm not sure you can add colonists without losing your 100% bonus before you get bolivar. It seems that this apartment +20% allows you to reach 120%, hence going to something else more than 100% when adding new guys, which is obviously nice. Without a doubt, this guy is a game
changer when he comes in because he gives you a bonus or lets you grow without a malus in most colonies of Bells of Liberty [edit | editing source] You'll need a lot of freedom bells. Unfortunately, older statesmans are very expensive (1900 zlotys), and you need the University to get them. So use other means – use free colonists and colonists with useless specializations to work as states men, build printing
presses and newspapers, and get Jefferson and Bolivar as soon as possible. Purchasing 1 Elder Statesman is necessary (to teach others). You can even buy a second one, but it's probably better to invest some work in building the University early. If you have several statesman, think of using them as a Bureaucratic Rapid Reaction Force. If you need to quickly increase your support in some colonies, place
one or more Elder Statesman on horses (see the basic principle of colony management) and move to those colonies. Bells gather in colonies (there is no such thing as a rebel/Tory colonist, only a Rebel/Tory colony). 200 bells are needed per population unit to get full support (without Bolivar). So if you have amassed 800 bells and there are 10 colonists in the colony (2000 bells required for full revolutionary
support), you will have 40% support, i.e. 4 rebels and 6 Tories, or 60% support (6 rebels, 4 Tories) from Bolivar. The number of bells required for each father increases in a linear pattern, except for the first. Pattern: 80 bells on the level as the Conqueror; -20% for easier difficulty, +20% harder. Cost 1. father is half the cost of other fathers (lvl*basis)+1. Thus, Conquistador's 1st is 80/2 =40, while the second
level is 80*2+1=161. By comparison, discoverer 1 st / second cost 24/97 and Viceroy cost 56/225. Nth father's research (and cumulated) bells cost Nth father Discoverer (total) Explorer (total) Conquistador (total) Governor (total) Viceroy (total) 1st 24 24 32 32 40 40 48 48 56 56 2nd 97 121 129 161 161 201 193 241 225 281 3rd 145 266 193 354 241 442 289 530 337 618 4th 193 459 257 611 321 763 385
915 449 1067 5th 241 700 321 932 401 1164 481 1396 561 1628 6 289 989 385 1317 481 1645 577 1973 673 2301 7 337 1326 449 1766 561 2206 673 2646 785 3086 8 385 1711 513 2279 641 2847 769 3415 897 3983 9 433 2144 577 2856 721 3568 865 4280 1009 4992 10th 2625 641 3497 801 4369 961 5241 1121 6113 11 529 3154 705 4202 881 5250 1057 6298 1233 7346 12 577 3731 769 4971 961
6211 1153 7451 1345 8691 13 625 4356 833 5804 1041 1041 1249 8700 1457 10148 14 673 5029 897 6701 1121 8373 1345 10045 1569 11717 15th 721 5750 961 7662 1201 9574 1441 11486 1681 13398 16 769 6519 1025 8687 1281 10855 1537 13023 1793 15191 17 817 7336 1089 9776 1361 12216 1633 14656 1905 17096 18 865 8201 1153 10929 1441 13657 1729 16385 2017 19113 19 913 9114
1217 12146 1521 15178 1825 18210 2129 21242 20th 961 10075 1281 13427 1601 16779 1921 20131 2241 23483 21 1009 11084 1345 14772 1681 18460 2017 22148 2353 25836 22 1057 12141 1409 16181 1761 20221 2113 24261 2465 28301 23 1105 13246 1473 17654 1841 22062 2209 26470 2577 30878 24 1153 14399 1537 19191 1921 23983 2305 28775 2689 33567 25th 1201 15600 1601 20792
2001 25984 2401 31176 2801 36368 So total cost of your first 5 fathers on Viceroy is 1628 while it's only 700 bells on discoverer. For a population of 100 empire (colony population only, no soldiers/pioneers/etc.) you will need 200*80% (Bolivar) * 100 = 16000 bells. This means that about 16 (18, 20, 22, 25) fathers only as a side effect of building revolutionary support. Unfortunately, most of them will come
late. It seems like a pattern: The first few dads are cheap, so they come quickly then build the industry, but not (or 1-2) elder statesman, and only a few printing presses / newspapers, but they are much more expensive now so they come slowly. Jefferson helps in this phase. Once you've built the University, the number of older statesman's racket, you probably have enough printing press/newspaper, and the
cost of fathers is only rising slowly, so they come quickly again. The increase in costs is linear, so the relative increase is very fast at the beginning (the second father costs 300% more than the first, the third 50% more than the second, the fourth 33% more than the third), but small at the end (16 is only 6% more expensive than 15). On the other hand, your growth patters are more like exponential (any
doubling of bell production takes about as many turns). Relations with the country of origin[edit | source of editing] Taxes[edit | editing source] The Crown wants to raise taxes from time to time. You have 3 options: Boycott, but pay taxes. You have to pay as much as you would buy 500 tons of boycott from the boycott (based on the current price) and do not trade with the king (to Fugger or with the customs
house). Accept the tax increase. All options cost a lot. Let's analyze exactly how much. Let's say that a given item is cotton and its price is 3/5. The return cost is 3500. You have to sell 700 just to break (assuming there are no production costs, no transport costs, no price drop due to selling so much in Europe and 0% taxes), and you have to pay that money in advance. Since you have to sell 700 tons just to
break even, or rather 1000-1500 tons counting all the costs, it can be much more profitable to use that 3500 gold that mysteriously had in your treasure for something else, and trade with indians and other powers until Fugger comes. The only product that is for return are bulk-produced goods, like fur after the Hudson. You will probably never produce 1000 tons of silver, so just forget that there is such a thing
as silver if you boycott (and throwing up to 100 tons of silver during a silver event also hurts). The analysis is similar for other goods. The cost of return is 500 times the ask price, which is slightly higher than the offer price, so a sale of about 550-700 tons is required only to break (but as much as 1500 tons for 1/3 of the goods). Accepting the tax rate is something you may not like because it is irreversible. But
the cost of a 1%-2% tax increase is relatively small. Let's say that during the development phase it will sell goods for 100000 PLN. The crown will take 1000-2000. This is a reasonable assumption of how 100,000 gold gets 5 privateers, 5 Galleons and 150 colonists, much more than enough to build a great empire. Later it does not matter how much taxes the king, how he will be self-sufficient and focus on
heavy industry and army. And the best part is that you do not have to pay everything in advance (as you need with a boycott + method of return), but gradually, as the money comes. So: Reject tax if it's something you don't care about (food, commercial goods) Discard the tax if Fugger is to come (of course) Accept the tax if it's small (1%-2%) and you need this goods, it is not mass produced or you do not
have free money (that is - it's an early game) Reject and reverse if it is some mass-produced commodity, for which you can break even after 10-20 turns (production of at least 50 tons per turn). Reject and repay if the tax is huge (&gt; = 5%), you really need this trade, and you can get the money to be refunded in some way (in a very early game you may be able to find 3000 gold, even if you think it is very
profitable in the long run to repay) It is difficult to say whether specialization in one cash crop makes you more or less vulnerable. If you produce only one crop, simply include the cost of regular return in your calculations. If you produce a lot of goods, you will have to close part of the industry every time the king proposes a new tax, because the return would be too expensive. Edit: The tax situation can
become irrelevant when you have Peter Stuyvesant in Congress. Discard all taxes when you have it, and only sell goods through Custom House. If you buy goods from Europe to sell to Indians, then of course it will affect your strategy. [edit | edit source] Ore is initially much more expensive than tools and weapons. So buy tools and weapons and don't worry about producing them. You will need many tools for
roads, plowing and buildings. Roads for used fields are of course important, but the roads between the colonies are even more important, even if at first it may not seem so (see colony management below, they are also good for defense). to deforestation and plow the squares used by the colony. Forests on the colony square produce only fur, not lumber and without Multiplier. Once the forest is cleaned you



have more food and some nice cashcrop. Colony Management[edit | edit source] Basic principle of colony management - move colonists as fast as possible: Either with a passing or accessible ship, if possible, as a mission (they have 2 moves) if you have a way and do not go too far, or on horseback! In this way you can get the colonists you need – elder statesmen to improve your sons' freedom of
membership, carpenters to build things, free colonists for education, graduates for work, pioneers of road construction, armies to defend etc in one turn. For this you need roads, or at least rivers or ordinary terrain. You will also need a lot of horses, warehouses and wagon trains (since the transport in one direction may be larger than in the other, you may have to move the horses back). It's a lot of
infrastructure, but how can you quickly transport colonists, you won't waste valuable labor and you can very quickly encourage everyone to work in skills where it's good (no more experts wasting their skills just because they're in the wrong place). As local labour allocation is close to the optimal one for a given workforce, it will be possible to obtain or train colonists with the skills necessary to improve global
labour allocation. Good colony management will double your effectiveness. Do not worry about the production of everything in the place where it is eaten (food, lumber, ore). You can transport a lot quickly if you only have roads, warehouses and wagon trains. In the middle of the game set your goal in producing as much wood and tools on the rails as you can, and turning it all into buildings (the most
important of which are: sawmill, warehouse, printing presses, doki, newspapers, warehouse expansion, stable) and roads. Plowing, clearing forests, making weapons, warehouses and cash factories are secondary, but also an important task. Get Master Carpenters (on horseback) to each new colony to build a sawmill and warehouse as soon as possible, with imported food and lumber. Then he can make a
printing press and encourage older statesman to work. You should make it a priority for all colonies to work with +1 bonus (50%-99% sons of freedom), +2 bonus (100%) is nice, but it can be too expensive. You start with 20% support after Bolivar, so you can get three +1 colonies in the time it takes to get one +2 colony. Remove all unnecessary colonists (horse riding, of course) if they interfere with this goal.
Since you need as many masters carpenters and elder statesmen, train as many colonists as possible in these skills. You need the University for the latter, so you will have to use untrained statesmans for a relatively late game, but carpenters are cheap and only need school, so get them quickly. Education[edit | editing source] You can get a colonist for only 600 zlotys from Europe, you will also get them from
food and from Indian converts to Casas. You need to educate them to Performance. Notice what skills are taught in each Indian village you visit, even if it is relatively far away (you can use ships, but unfortunately not horses to get there). If this is useful, send a colonist (or even a better servant). Even if the skill is useless, you can send a servant there and then clear your profession to get a much more
valuable free colonist. Remember that you need to gain some skills (Master Sugar/Cotton/Tobacco Planter) from Indians before you can have colonists teach others – these plants don't grow in the Old World. Sometimes a Free Colonist doing such work for a long time can become an expert spontaneously, but do not count on it. Each Indian village except capitals can educate only one colonist. Capitals can
educate as much as you want. Some people report that Indian villages used to change their specialty or teach other skills than they report. I didn't notice a single occurrence of this, but I didn't try too hard. This may be an error in some versions. Build a school house as soon as possible. There you can train extremely important farmers, fishermen, carpenters and pioneers. You probably won't need many
scouts, so it's usually easier to get them through immigration. Rudy Miner and Lumberjack are easier to get from the Royal University in late play, but it may be cheaper to train them while immigrants are still inexpensive. College is also very useful – it doubles its teaching capabilities and allows you to train Master Blacksmith and Master Gunsmith. It's probably going to be easier for you veteran soldiers to
fight the Indians (after washington), but you can also teach them. The only good skill taught at university is one of the Elder Statesman. Forget the other two. Another useful thing is that you can teach 3 students at the same time. Professions other than those mentioned above are less important, but of course it is better for specialists to work on other things. Teaching time is independent of revolutionary
support and buildings in the city, but depends on the teacher: 4 turnovers for teachers at school level 6 turnovers for teachers at the college level 8 turnovers for teachers at the university level It depends on who * teaching *, so senior statesman teaching Criminal / Servant will take 8 turns, while farmer teaching Criminal / Servant will take only 4. You can gather teaching. The student must be in the colony
only when the counter hits what it should. Think of it as 3/5/7 rounds of research and 1 turn of actual teaching. If there is no one to teach when the counter hits, tests are lost. Each teacher has its own counter, so 2 statesman will teach 2 colonists in 8 turns, not 1 colonist in 4 (you can move the second statesman when the first counter is at 4 if you want this behavior). I'm not how moving teachers w/out affects
their counters, or how to get a teacher with a lower numeral out of school if you have 2 of the same type that started in Conditions. Industry[edit | source of editing] Ultimately, your main products should be wood, ore and food. Everything else is just cash. The only thing you will pay for instead of building locally are free colonists (600 zlotys). Producing a little of all the cash crops is more profitable than
specializing in just one - prices will not fall so quickly, and the king will not have such a strong threat. Don't keep large sums of gold in the vault (500 is a large amount of gold at the beginning of the game, 1000 is a big sum in the middle / at the end of the game). Invest everything - buy ships (Privateers, Merchants, Galleons), tools (at least until you can produce enough), colonists (immigrants early, from the
Royal University later). Several artillery units can be useful, but their prices are rising too fast (increases by 100 zlotys for each artillery purchased), so it is better to build your own. Frigates cost too much, as do armies of mercenaries from Europe (even if you get such proposals, it means you don't invest fast enough). Do not forget to sooth each colony with 2 horses. Horses are important for transporting
colonists and for raising armies. If one of the colonies has too many horses, place 50 or 100 on the wagon train and transport them elsewhere so that it can continue to produce them. Terrain[edit | editing source] (In Colonizopedia there is a serious mistake - Farmers and fishermen produce only +2 more, not +3 more food.) Tundra: 3 food, 2 redhead desert: 2 food, 1 cotton, 2 ore plains: 5 food, 2 cotton, 1 ore
Prairie: 3 food, 3 cotton Grassland: 3 food, 3 tobacco Savannah: 4 food, 3 sugar Marsh: 3 food, 2 tobacco, 2 ore Swamp: 3 food, 2 sugar, 2 ore Boreal Forest: 2 food, 3 fur, 4 lumber, 1 ore Scrub Forest: 2 food, 1 cotton, 2 fur, 2 wood, 1 ore mixed forest: 3 food, 1 cotton, 3 fur, 6 lumber deciduous forest: 2 food, 1 cotton, 2 fur, 4 coniferous forest: 2 food, 1 tobacco 2 fur, 6 tropical forest lumber: 3 food, 1 sugar, 2
fur, 4 wetlands: 2 food, 1 tobacco, 2 fur, 4 lumber, 1 rain forest ore : 2 food, 1 sugar, 1 fur, 4 lumber, 1 ore Arctic: nothing Ocean: 4 fish Sea Lane: 4 fish Mountains: 4 ores, 1 silver hills: 2 food, 4 ores Remember that rivers give bonuses to almost everything, so seemingly worse terrain with the river is usually better than better, but dry terrain. Major River grants a bigger bonus that can give you crazy titles, up to
52 fur on beavers from the Hudson, or 17 foods on plowed wheat plains (from experts and 100% rebels). The hills/mountains are perfect for ore (12 ores with Expert Miner, roads and 50% support) without any special. It shouldn't be hard to find a place with 3-4 hills/mountains (and with a bit of luck 5-8), and it's 36/48 ore on the turn in any such colony. Unfortunately, you can not build a colony on top, but you
can on the hills. Other areas may be good for ore, but only with You can't find a place with 4+ promotions, but 4+ hills/mountains are easy. The deposit of ore in the hills gives +2 (16 ores from Miner, road and 50% support, 18 ore with 100% support). It's just too big. The hills/mountains are also not exhausted, unlike swamp ore deposits. Such places usually need food supplies from the outside. Only conifers
and mixed forests receive 6 wood. Only conifers and tropical forests can receive +4 Prime Timber special. Try to put your woodcages only on conifers/mixed/tropical/Prime Wood/Any Forest+River squares. Road / river and revolutionary support gives +2, not +1 bonus, for the production of wood (and fur). It's strange, but it seems that the road premium for wood does not affect the expert multiplier (but the
support premium and the road bonus for fur is), so expert woodcages receive less than 2x the production of a non-expert. The best source of wood are coniferous forests with special. 2 coniferous + Prime Timber promotions and 4 other Coniferous / Mixed forests you will get 2x26 + 4x18, ie 124 wood. You can get more wood than you need, even in much less optimal colonies. Since forests, unlike hills, are
everywhere, you probably do not need to build an industrial center of wood. Food is everywhere - use fishermen in the Oceans (produce satisfactory quantities without special and fishflood you with special), Expert farmers on either plowed lands or forests with special (the game is a double use of fur / special food, Beaver is only special fur). Food production can also be distributed, food transport is necessary
mainly because in some places there is a food deficit, and not because you need a food production center. On the other hand, such a food center can be used to create free colonists. You need 200 food for 1 free colonist or 600 zlotys to get it in Europe. This makes food a good offer price (or rather 3.5, round-trip transportation and taxes also cost). Food production requires relatively little land compared to the
production of knives, no warehouses, transport or processing are needed, and only basic education, some ploughing and building revolutionary support must be done. Production in tone is slightly higher than most cash (except fur). In general, this is not very impressive, but it can pay off if the cost of goods in Europe is low and many of them are boycotted. Reports[edit | edit source] The management UI is
rather harsh. FreeCiv has a lot nicer (but you have many more cities in FreeCiv than colonies in colonization). This means more micro-management than it should be. There are 3 types of transport problems: one colony produces something and another consumes it or is used to send it to ports. You need to send some transport vehicle back and forth between these colonies. There is too much something
locally in one place and not enough in another, regularly (food, tools, weapons or horses usually). You need to transport ad hoc. There is too much or too little of something around the world, and they try to minimize damage (like spoiling). If you have too much something, sell it. But for some goods, such as boycotted product that may not be possible. I just realized that selling wood is not such a bad idea as it
seems, 1 woodcage on no special square (Conifer / Mixed Forest + road, 50% support) produces 18 wood. Cotton grower on ploughed Prairie + 50% support produces only 10 cotton (and similarly for sugar and tobacco). If the prices of other goods have already fallen to 1 per unit, the lumberchedu at export can actually be quite profitable. You will need a lot of warehouses, wagons (one on the way between
two colonies plus a few backups), later some warehouse extensions and custom houses. Each colony has different capacity to produce raw materials, but they do not prefer the kind of industry they support. So try to locate the iron industry near iron and textile factories near cotton plantations. This does not mean that they have to be in the same city, they just do not make completely strange settings. After
Adam Smith, when factories receive +50% of free production, the industry needs to be centralized. Factories are too expensive to work only 1 person. Level 2 buildings are quite cheap, so it's not that important. Compare 64 hammers + 20 tools to the Kowalski Shop with 240 hammers + 100 tools for the Iron Works. Similarly Textile Mill and Rum/Cigars/Fur Factories cost 160 hammers +100 tools compared
to 64 hammers+20 tools for suitable level 2 buildings (or only 56 hammers+20 tools for Fur Trading Post. Trade routes can help a little, but not much. Indians and foreign road blocking units are also really annoying. It would be nice if some idea of borders were introduced, just so that others could not get off the roads (or if the wagon trains could pass despite the fact that other units are on the road, unless you
are at war). Cost of buildings[edit | edit source] Cost in hammers and tools and requirements in the minimum population of colonies and buildings that must be present (depending on vacant buildings not listed). The minimum population restriction appears only when selecting a building from the selection menu. You can reduce the number of populations by selecting the desired building without any problems
or penalties. This makes the construction of the sawmill at the beginning of the colony easier. You can only create Level 3 buildings (factories) if you have Level 2 buildings of the same type and Smith. And you guessed that you can only create Level 2 buildings if you have Level 1 buildings of the same type (e.g. a warehouse requires an Armory). Stockade 64 hammers, 3 population Fort 120 hammers, 100
tools, 3 population, Stockade Fortress 320 hammers, 200 tools, 8 population, Fort Armory 52 Hammers Warehouse 120 Hammers, 50 Tools, 8 Population, Armory Arsenal 240 Hammers, 100 Tools, 8 Population, Warehouse Docks 52 Drydock Hammers 80 Hammers, 50 Tools, 4 Population, Docks Yard 240 Hammers, 100 Tools, 8 Population, Drydocks Schoolhouse 64 Hammers, 4 College 160 hammers, 50
tools, 8 population, Schoolhouse University 200 hammers, hammers, tools, 10 population, College Warehouse 80 hammers Warehouse Expansion 80 hammers, 20 tools, Stable warehouse 64 custom house hammers 160 hammers, 50 Tools Printing Press 52 Hammers, 20 Tools Newspaper 120 Hammers, 50 Tools, 4 Population, Printing Press Weaver's House free Weaver's Shop 64 Hammers, 20 Tools
Textile Mill 160 Hammers, 100 Tools, 8 Population, Weaver's Shop, Smith Tobacconist's House free Tobacconist's Shop 64 Hammers, 20 Tools Cigar Factory 160 Hammers, 100 Tools, 8 Population, Tobacconist's Shop, Smith Rum Distiller's House Free Rum Distillery 64 Hammers, 20 Tools Rum Factory 160 Hammers, 100 Tools, 8 population, Rum Factory, Smith Fur Trader's House free Fur Trading Post
56 hammers, 20 Fur Factory tools 160 hammers, 100 tools, 6 population, Fur Factory, Smith Carpenter's Shop free Lumber Mill 52 hammers , 3 church population 64 hammers, 3 cathedral population 176 hammers, 100 tools, 8 population, Church Smith House free Smith Shop 64 hammers, 20 Iron Works tools 240 hammers, 100 tools, 8 population, Blacksmith's Shop, Smith Colonization configuration files
seem to contain several additional buildings (like Capitol) free buildings costs (they can only be removed by editing the save file, in a normal game each colony has all the free buildings), and the size/maintenance of the data that does not serve the obvious purpose. The population numbers come from the names of dos colonization configuration files.txt I remember something about some buildings (cathedral)
with different requirements in other versions. Cost of units[edit | edit source] To build artillery and shipyards for ships, you need an armory. Wagon Train 39 Artillery Hammers 192 Hammers, 40 Tools, Armory Caravel 128 Hammers, 40 Tools, Merchantman Yard 192 Hammers, 80 Tools, Galleon Yard 320 Hammers, 100 Tools, Privateer Yard 256 Hammers, 120 Tools, Shipyard Frigate 512 hammers, 200
tools, Shipyard costs in Europe: Artillery 500 gold + 100 zlotys for each artillery you bought Caravel 1000 gold Merchantman 2000 gold Galleon 3000 gold Privateer 2000 gold Frigate 5000 gold Initially the cost of artillery in Europe is much less than the cost of ships, but gradually increases. In colonies, artillery is relatively expensive compared to ships. I used to think that fortresses full of artillery are a way to
fight the Royal Navy, but I thought in terms of early European prices (artillery for 500-1000 zlotys, frigate for 5000 zlotys) and assumed that the prices of the colony have similar (10:1 - 5:1) proportions. Sometimes not, and the Frigate costs about 3 Artilleries (8:3 in the hammer period, 5:1 in terms of tools). The Man'o'War attack frigate has a reasonable 50% chance of winning (16+50% bonus power to attack
the regular 24) and is mobile so it can protect several colonies. A large part of the artillery in the fortress has more firepower, is not damaged in the event of loss and protects against ground attacks just like against naval attacks, but you need to build these strongholds (or at least forts), and you need a lot of artillery in the *co* coastal colony because it's very stationary (only 3 squares on the rails on the roads,
and it's very sensitive to travel, use a Privateer or another ship to transport them if you can). Creating artillery is still probably a better idea than building frigates, but not as big a margin as I once thought. Building Galleons and Privateers is a good idea unless all carpenters are too busy with their buildings (during industry development you need so many buildings that it is very likely that you have too few
carpenters) The total cost of advanced buildings [edit | source of editing] Cost of buildings + their dependencies. The cost of building Fort 184 hammers, 100 tools (with normal Stockade) Fort 120 hammers, 100 tools (with free Stockade, that's 35% less hammers) Fortress 504 hammers, 300 tools (with normal Stockade) Fortress 440 hammers, 300 tools (with free Stockade, that's 13% less hammers)
Warehouse 172 hammers, 50 arsenal tools 412 hammers, 150 drydock tools 132 hammers, 50 tools Yard 240 hammers, 100 tools College 224 hammers , 50 Tools University 424 Hammers, 150 Tools Warehouse Expansion 160 Hammers, 20 Tools Newspaper 172 Hammers, 70 Tools Textile Mill 224 Hammers, 120 Tools Cigar Factory 224 Hammers, 120 Tools Rum Factory 224 Hammers, 120 Tools Fur
Factory 216 Hammers, 120 Tools Cathedral 240 Hammers, 100 Iron Works Tools 304 Hammers, 120 Tools Here is the total cost of an example industrial base for 5 coastal colonies and 5 inland colonies , without free Stockades. Only the final buildings are listed (but of course at full cost). I'm not suggesting that this is an optimal (or even reasonable) set of buildings, but it should give you a general idea of
what costs you might expect. 5x Fort (for inland colonies) 920 hammers, 500 tools 5x Fortress (for coastal colonies) 2520 hammers, 1500 tools 2x Arsenal 824 hammers, 300 tools 4x Doki 208 hammers 1x Yard 240 hammers, 100 tools 5x Magazine 400 hammers 5x Warehouse expansion 800 hammers, 100 tools 5x Stable 320 hammers 2x Custom House 320 hammers, 100 tools 10x Newspaper 1720
hammers, 700 tools 1x Textile Mill 224 hammers , 120 tools 1x Fur factory 216 hammers, 120 tools 10x Lumber Mill 520 hammers 1x Church 64 hammers 3x Iron Works 912 hammers, 360 tools And some units (I assume you have 5 artillery and most ships in Europe): 20x Artillery (5 in each coastal colony) 3840 hammers, 800 tools 50x Guns for Dragoons 2500 tools 2x Privateer 512 hammers, 240 tools 2x
Galeon Hammers 640 , 200 tools 20x Wagon Train 780 hammers Add to this about 200 tools per colony - 40 tools in the center for cutting forest and plowing, an average of 1 improvement (20 tools) per used square (0 on the ocean, but often you need 2 and sometimes even 3 - woodcut + plowing + road) and about 400 to additional roads between colonies. That's an additional 2,400 tools. Subtooth for
buildings 10208 3900 tools Subtooth for units 5772 hammers, 3740 tools Subtooth for terrain improvement 2400 2400 Total 15980 hammers, 10040 tools this means you need to produce 160 hammers and produce 100 tools if you want to make it in 100 turns (50 years). This requires the production of 160 timber and the production of ore 67. Proportionally more if you want to get that much earlier. Example of
population requirements[edit | edit source] Let's take the same configuration as buildings. All colonies have 100% support. Production values are only approximate. 9 Blacksmiths 20 ores -&gt; 30 tools each, 180 ores -&gt; 270 tools a total of 13 Ore Miners 14 ores each, 182 ores total 15 Elder Statesman 28 bells each, 420 total 3 Fur Traders 16 furs -&gt; 24 coats each, 48 furs -&gt; 72 coats total 3 Master
Weavers 16 cotton -&gt; 24 fabrics each, 48 cotton -&gt; 72 fabrics total 6 gunners 32 tools -&gt; 32 pistols each , 192 tools -&gt; 192 pistols total 4 cotton planters of 12 cotton, 48 cotton total 2 Fur Trappers of 24 fur, 48 furs total 15 carpenters 20 lumber -&gt; 20 hammers each, 300 wood -&gt; 300 hammers for a total of 14 lumber lumberber 22 lumber lumber each, 308 wood total 10 farmers 10 food each,
100 food total 10 fishermen 11 food each , 110 food total 10 colony centers 5 food + 5 something each , 50 food + 50 something total 104 people in colonies -208 food 50 Veteran Soldiers without production 2 Hardy Pioneer none Total production: +52 food (for horses or new colonists) +78 tools +192 guns +72 coats +72 fabrics +300 hammers +50 something (usually cotton, cotton, tobacco, sugar, ore,
maybe fur) +8 wood (production under approximation error) +2 ore (same here) Total population : 156 Relations with other powers[edit | editing source] AI[edit | edit source] AI is very stupid. The same can be said for AI in all classic strategies except FreeCiv (Master of Magic at Impossible level is also difficult, but that's because AI gets so much for free). You can easily win any war with other powers, even
with much worse military power. Not even bothering to keep the army to defend the colony, the Indians are a much bigger problem than all 3 other forces combined. Another great thing about AI is that it very willingly signs a peace treaty with you and very rarely breaks it (but remember that attacking a colony where privateers remain does not break the peace treaty). So one bad-ass strategy is to find a small
enemy colony, extort money from them, attack the colony and sign a peace treaty once it is captured. AI cheats. At least one confirmed cheat is that it gets free 20 tools and 50 guns in each colony starts (but I'm not sure if it's immediately or after a few turns, and I'm not sure how it depends on the level). As proof of AI stupidity, I saw AI deforestation 2 Prime Timber squares next to one colony.
Privateering[edit | edit source] Very The way to acquire valuable goods, tools, weapons, and at the same time defend and weaken opponents is to get one or two privateers to loot on the trading fleets of the other. With Drake, they receive a +50% bonus to strength and loaded (your target) receives a negative bonus, so you probably won't have much trouble. You can attack even if you are not at war. If one of
the other powers requires you to burn all your private people in Europe, you might as well do so. They'll come back in a few turns. Privateer is also a decent transport ship (small but very fast) and an excellent exploration ship. Investment in privateers is about to return multiple. If you do not need to get rid of the boycott of the good, do not bother trading with other powers, it is better to take what you want and
assimilate their colonists. In colonization, the borg wins. Be sure to sign a peace treaty when you don't need war (this is always an option after Franklin). You don't want your colonists to attack the meals sent by their king. They won't hurt you significantly, but they can be annoying and it's a waste of resources to keep a steady army wherever the colonists are just because someone can figure out by hitting
there. One word of warning - it is legal to attack any city with privateer inside without violating the peace treaty. So don't dock privateer in the city without defending and enemy dragoons nearby. You can probably do the same thing, but why bother if you can sign a peace treaty again afterwards? I don't think it's documented anywhere, as even one of the most frequently asked colonization questions available
online seems to be unaware of this and calls it colonization collage. Just don't worry :-) Sieges[edit | edit source] In the middle game, the colonies of others will be hard to come by. 1 Artillery in the fort (+150%) has a force of 12.5 Even something as weak as a non-veteran soldier in this fort has a force of 5. So if you attack a Fort with 1 artillery and 4 soldiers (or more likely 2 soldiers and 100 accumulated
guns), your expected loss is damaging with 3.8 artillery or the loss of horses by 6.6 dragoon veterans. If you have 2 Artilleries and 5 Veteran Dragoons the expected loss is 12.1 damaged artillery or the loss of horses by 21.2 Veteran Dragoons (that is - expect to lose 1062 horses). It is very unlikely to be worth it. You might think that strengthening dragoons around the city to starve may be a good idea
(squares on which fortified can not be used), but 1 Expert Fishermen can provide food for 4-7 citizens and 2 are fed from the central square, so if the colony had 3 squares of ocean will not succeed, and in the case of smaller colonies only one such square is enough. So don't attack larger colonies unless you really need to. Privateering (with privateers or even frigates), attacking small colonies and
soldiers/colonists on the ground, extorting money and maybe even trading are usually worth much more. War with the King[edit | edit source] King is weak. On the most difficult level consists of its Strength (size at lower levels in brackets): 47 regulars (15, 23, 31, 39) 25 Cavalry (5, 10, 15, 20) 26 Artillery (2, 8, 14, 20) 14 Man'o'Wars (2, 5, 8, 11) Going by several units later in the game. After you have an
industrial base, the war is trivial. I think the army of 30 Veteran Dragoons + 20 Artillery, 100% support and at least a fort in all coastal cities is enough not to be conquered by the king. But the fun would be lost. Colonization is an economic strategy, and the fun is to build a thriving economy, not to defeat these pathetic royalists. You can easily get 100% support and fortresses anywhere at the production level
of 2-5 units per turn. If you're more interested in the economy than fighting, start a revolution when your army is big enough to attack your country of origin, not the other way around. Be sure to have all your veteran dragoons/soldiers in cities with 100% rebel sentiment when the revolution begins. Only then will they receive a free upgrade to the continental army and a +1 bonus to strength (those in cities with
50%-99% support also have a chance to upgrade). Unit strength is: 2 Soldiers 3 Veteran Soldiers 3 Dragoons 3 Damaged Artillery (Defense) 4 Veterans Dragoons 4 Continental Army 5 Continental Cavalry 5 Regulars 5 Artillery (defending) 5 Damaged Artillery (attacking) 6 Cavalry 7 Artillery (attacking) Artillery defending in the open gets -75% bonus in addition to owning 2 points of force less. Some quick
simulation. You need: 25 cavalry victories (6) 72 wins against regulars (5) 26 victories with artillery (7 or 5) 26 wins against damaged artillery (5 or 3) If they attack, and defend artillery or continental cavalry, have +50% attack bonus against +200% fortress bonus: 26 times: 10.5 vs 25 25 times: 9 vs 25 98 times: 7.5 vs 25 If you attack with continental cavalry and are on forest square, +50% attack and +50%
ambush bonus (artillery gets -75% if attacked in open space): 25 times: 10 vs 6 72 times: 10 vs 5 26 times: 10 10 vs 1.25 26 times: 10 vs. 0.75 I'm not sure how exactly the combat system works (in particular, I'm not sure if two +50% bonuses mean +100% or +125%). A quick experiment with just 30 samples seems to indicate that the probability of winning is approximately proportional to the strength of the
individual. If there is any deviation is quite small, but since it is unlikely that a system with a slight deviation from something so simple will be introduced, I assume that the probability of winning is exactly proportional to the strength of the individual. Probability of winning in different attacks: 10.5 vs 25: 70% 9 vs 25: 74% 7.5 vs 25: 77% 10 vs 6: 62% 10 vs 5: 66% 10 vs 1.25: 89% 10 vs. 0.75: 93% Because
each unit, which can attack with a probability of p% will not cause a loss with a probability of p, and 1 + so much, if the loss itself otherwise, the expected number of losses is: ELoss = p * 0 + (1-p) (1 + ELoss) ELoss = (1-p) + (1-p) ELoss p ELoss = (1-p) ELoss = (1-p) / p Expected number of losses from the fighting unit on (at least in the chance of winning is proportional to the force model, the expected
number of losses is equal to the exact proportion of the force, so the force of 5 5 will average 0.5 forces of 10 units before losing): 10.5 vs. 25: 0.42 9 vs. 25: 0.36 7.5 vs 25: 0.3 10 vs 6: 0.6 10 vs 5: 0.5 10 vs 1.1 25: 0.125 10 vs. 0.75: 0.075 So in (almost) pure defense strategy the expected number of losses is: 26 times 0.42: 10.92 25 times 0.36: 9.0 98 times 0.3: 29.4 Total : 49.32 (each means 1 Dragoon
loses his horses or 1 artillery is damaged) So if you have 30 Dragoons and 20 Artillery you will destroy all the king's forces before getting to attack damaged artillery or soldiers, without the use of additional horses, no foreign armies etc. Some things are growing and some things are reducing these estimates, but I don't think they change them by more than +-10. This means, of course, that you can probably
win with the king by half the amount (15 dragoons + 10 artillery), but it makes no sense unless you like war much more than economics. Note: The random number generator is awful. Some people who have studied this claim that the game reseeds random number generator too often and there is even a binary patch available somewhere online to make it work better. So most voodoo relationships, such as
the likelihood of losing increases when you have more ships are probably the result of people trying to see patterns where there is nothing but a bad generator of random artifact numbers. [edit | edit source] Don't worry about creating your own navy. A fortress with a decent number of artillery units will s drown or at least seriously wage any man'o' war that is approaching. You may even want to get artillery out
of strongholds because you can't win a war if you s drown all the royal ships before they carry enough Expeditionary Forces (this is a bug in some versions of the game). Man'o'Wars' main problem is the bombardment bonus they give to attacking ground units. It is enough for the fortress to sink them (it happens automatically at every step) or attack land units. Dealing with land units[edit | edit source] You are
now like indians, if you attack in heavy terrain, you get an ambush bonus instead of a defender's defense bonus. But - this applies only if you are attacking from the city. If the royal army lands in the forest or in the hills (the mountains would just be too good), get your continental cavalry and crush them. With ambush bonus (+150% mountains, +100% hills, +50% forest) and +50% attack bonus have no
chance, especially since you have a lot of free horses and more armies. Do not fight against units that have lost horses, are already weaker and will lose their continental status at the next loss. It is better to eat these horses. If you can destroy the entire cavalry and regulars from the pile, attack the artillery with everything you have, even unmounted soldiers. These are the most annoying units of the king and
you should destroy them when they are so defenseless. It's a bit of a problem if the king lands on 0%-ambush-bonus terrain. Keep in mind that you are still have an advantage, regardless of whether you are attacking (+50%+ambush attack bonus) or defending (royal (royal) attack bonus compared to +200% fortress bonus), and you can win by outsudling the king (simply replenish the horses faster than they
are lost and the losses will be minimal). When dealing with Indians[edit | editing source] King can give Indians weapons and horses to attack you. It is better to get rid of all nearby Indians in advance. Dealing with royalists[edit | source of editing] If one of the colonies is dominated by royalists, they can begin a counter-revolution. Just get the majority everywhere. Reduce the size of the royalist colony if
necessary. Even if the colony is 99% rebel, the remaining 1% of traitors will help the king by giving a bonus to his attacking units. Just get 100% support in each coastal colony. Last word[edit | edit source] Because colonization is an old game, it doesn't work so well with newer operating systems. Download dosbox to play colonization. Dossbox is an een MS-DOS-emulator. DOSBox has already been moved
to many different platforms such as Windows, BeOS, Linux, MacOS X. Saving games often to protect against crashes can be reasonable. You can also get a newer version because some bugs have been fixed. Don't abuse save/load though, it's lame. Under XP, setting compatibility with Windows 95 can help. Or it might as well do nothing. It's voodoo, I won't pretend to understand Windows. Colonization is
effectively abandonware, so just p2p it if you can't get it through official channels. Since widespread legislative corruption has made copyright go unreasonably long (de facto infinity minus one day, due to prolongation of the rules bought every time something can actually enter the public domain), it can be technically illegal. You are very unlikely to get into trouble for that and there are no moral problems wrt
p2ping abandonware. Colonization II[edit | edit source] Colonization has a great concept, but it is old, incompatible with modern operating systems (both Linux and XP), buggy, un polished and with a really bad AI. It is very unlikely that a remake for profit will be made. It would be really great if someone made a FreeCiv-style enhanced clone, but 2 (at least) designs for this purpose don't seem to be anywhere. I
just think ... wouldn't it be easier to cut the original colonization into pieces such as images, sound files, fragments of dismantled code, upgrade it to work on modern operating systems, remove arbitrary limits, fix errors, etc.? This thing will probably even be legal for people who own the original. Quick grep shows that the DOS version uses some proprietary compression system (MADSPACK 2.0), but the
Windows version keeps everything in uncompressed DLLs, so it's probably easier to hack into a version of Windows. who are broke copy protection on any popular software package seem to be doing much harder work of a similar kind, it wouldn't be so nice to use its l33t n! Nj4 5k!1!z for the greater good ? ;-) I think something like this has been done for Frontier. Something similar (but only for data, not for
Warcraft. Or at least someone can take the Freeciv map generator and make it generate .mp files. Another alternative would be to package some VMware+ something like Windows 3.11-like (if it actually works well on it, I don't know that for sure), but unless both the emulator and Win16-replacement are free, it might be even more legally questionable (but the package wouldn't have to contain actual
colonization). Actually, it seems that the FreeCol project is doing much better than the last time I checked. But please do not use isometric tiles. My opinions on Colonization II[edit | editing source] These are just random thoughts, it's all subjective. All these improvements should, of course, be possible to disable. Ships should be able to use rivers. In all games coming from civilization, the navy is too weak
(invisible flying warships in Master of Magic despite). Maybe ships can be faster. Or do everything faster, but with a stronger slowdown through the terrain and enemy ships/forts. Imagine the speed of 2 Colonists, the speed of 6 Dragoons and the speed of 16 Privateers (and 3 points to enter the forests, 6 mountains). Artillery/Treasure Trains can be left slowly. This can also affect the doki, fishermen, etc.
Teachers experts make no sense. Teaching is already overvalued. Only 4 turns out to turn a criminal into a servant, by an ordinary farmer expert in a cheap school? And you want to make this number even smaller? That would hurt the balance of the game. There are too many micromanagement, and some reports that I usually need to compile manually (total Lumber/Ore production vs processing capacity,
mismanagement skills, approximate monetary value of various activities, etc.) should be available. Trade routes do not work very well. It can make a screen with all the cities from the wagon train and their goods. You can drag goods from one city to another and press Commit, and then the wagons take the desired goods, move them, and drop them. Of course, it would be nice to have more powers, but other
powers are not really players, more like some fancy Indians. Negotiations on Indian prices should be broken. Pro-labour Tory corruption at senior levels should be redesigned. Making this dependent on the difference between the Tory number and the number of rebels, rather than the number of Tories, would be much more balanced. Given the relatively small importance of all cash crops taken together,
adding more would not make much sense. Some way to make them important would be interesting. You can certainly find reliable applications for coats and fabrics, maybe less for cigars, rum and silver. But it is difficult to do at the same time: make them important for the development of colonies: fabric + rum for the construction of ships? (getting enough material for sails was indeed historically important),
coats + pistols Soldiers? don't make them too important (can you find yourself without one of these things, should it be fatal?) not turn the game into something completely different not increase micromanaged micromanaged A lot of using gold for anything except trading will suck. All ideas like keeping/paying the army are bad. Colonies with a range of 2 would be completely unbalanced. See also[edit | editing
source] User's blog:Robin Patterson/Col1 FAQ by Toby Douglass Douglass
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